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Leverage Inventory Management
for Superior Performance
Lean, accurate, consumer-responsive inventory management leads to higher
sales and profits for chains and independents.
SG II Group uses inventory management technology to help
produce the right mix and volume of inventory
at its Pittsburgh area c-stores.
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Today’s leading convenience store operators gain their competitive edge by using technology to optimize their
performance on the retail playing field. Particularly among independents and chains, right-sized technology provides
the critical competitive edge. Opportunity lies in two interrelated areas of inventory management practice: optimal
inventory levels, and a highly productive product mix.

UNDERSTAND INDUSTRY PERFORMANCE BENCHMARKS
In the quest to improve inventory performance, top c-store owners benchmark their performance against other top
performers and adopt industry best practices. They also deploy technology to improve inventory volume and mix,
while keeping margins at targeted levels.
The stakes are high because inventory inaccuracy usually leads to two undesirable outcomes: When popular items
go out-of-stock, sales are lost and you risk losing customers in the long haul; and attempts to mitigate this risk with
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Innovative inventory management technology
pinpoints areas where dollar-productive
efficiencies are possible.
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Table 1. Turn Rates for
Key Merchandise Categories

USE TECHNOLOGY EFFECTIVELY

Single and multi-store owners can decrease
errors, overstocks and the discounting that
cut into already slim margins through the
C-Store Merchandise Inventory Turnover
11.36
13.07
smart application of inventory management
Cigarette Inventory Turnover
14.79
15.76
technology. Pittsburgh-based SG II Group,
Beer/Wine Inventory Turnover
16.21
16.84
for example, uses C-Store Office, the backPackaged Beverage Inventory
19.03
26.21
office solution on the Petrosoft Platform, to
Candy Inventory Turnover
4.72
3.67
help build their intelligence, infrastructure
Fluid Milk Inventory Turnover
35.70
11.50
and processes that enable territory and store
Source: C-Store 2013 Quartile & Time Period Difference Reports: R-11 Rate of Return Measures and Op
Productivity Report, Source: NACS State of the Industry of 2013 Data Fact Book.
managers to improve inventory performance
and meet store GPM while increasing
excess inventory or safety stock undercut financial
merchandise turnover (see story on next
performance by tying up precious cash.
page). C-Store Office helps single and multi-store
owners build that infrastructure.
In addition, ineffective management of product mix
leads to problems essentially similar to overstocks.
Table 2. Average Gross Margins for
Slow-moving items and overstocks tie up capital,
Key C-Store Categories, 2013
shelf-space and increase shrinkage and spoilage
risk. For this reason, top c-store operators pay careful
Category
All C-Stores
attention to turnover rates.
ALL C-STORE MERCHANDISE
28.50%
Although certain elements of order fulfillment
Cigarettes
14.69%
may be out of the retailer’s control (like delivery
Other Tobacco
31.67%
schedules, case pack sizes and vendor assortment
Beer
21.10%
requirements), technology pinpoints areas where
Wine
29.48%
dollar-productive efficiencies are possible.
Liquor
27.88%
Packaged Beverages
41.63%
BENCHMARK YOUR
Candy
48.69%
C-STORE BUSINESS
Salty Snacks
38.24%
Single- and multi-store operators evaluate how their
Packaged Sweet Snacks
35.12%
inventory is performing by calculating their inventory
Alternative
Snacks
41.95%
turnover ratio and profit margins by store and for
Frozen Food
37.01%
categories, and then compare their performance
Packaged
Ice
Cream/Novelties
45.23%
against industry averages. For 2013, the National
Ice
75.08%
Association of Convenience Stores (NACS) reports the
Milk, Bread, Grocery Total
32.81%
average c-store merchandise inventory turnover ratio
Health and Beauty Care
51.10%
was 11.36 times a year, but the top performing c-store
operators had a much better average inventory
Automotive Products
45.62%
turnover ratio of 13.07 times (Table 1). For 2013, NACS
Publications
15.16%
reports average c-store merchandise margins were
Source: C-Store 2013 Time Period Difference Report: R-5 C-Store Merchandise Margins
Report, Source: NACS State of the Industry of 2013 Data Fact Book.
28.5% (Table 2).
Category

All C-Stores Top C-Stores
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Inventory Management in Action: SG II Group
SG II Group, a Pittsburgh-based c-store operator
with more than 20 stores, consistently delivers top
performance with an average turnover ratio of 16.12.
Its top performing stores report a 22.21 turnover ratio.
The company also keeps its margins within a healthy
range. To achieve this high level of performance, the
company takes advantage of technology. SG II Group
uses C-Store Office, Petrosoft’s cloud-based back-office
solution, to keep inventory lean, producing the right
mix and volume of inventory.
SG II Group also takes advantage of inventory
forecasting to increase sales. Forecasting improves
SG II Group’s financial performance by optimizing
inventory. It also helps its Territory Manager to
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unwanted inventory, freeing up shelf space for betterperforming items. By using the forecasting features
and reports to discover critical overstocks and slow
moving items, SG II Group further increases its
bottom line, as well as enhancing turnover ratio and
spoilage reduction.
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To keep profits healthy while moving a high volume
of inventory, SG II Group also tracks GPM at
the store, category and item level, which helps to
pinpoint inventory issues. The company also quickly
spots inventory purchase, fulfillment, or vendor
invoicing errors with the GPM range feature, which
blocks the acceptance of invoices that fall outside
of the c-store owner’s acceptable GPM ranges. By

SG II Group uses C-Store Office, Petrosoft’s cloud-based back-office solution,
to keep inventory lean, producing the right mix and volume of inventory.
prioritize store visits, spending more time at stores
with critical inventory issues, such as overstocks.
Their process of managing overstocks is
straightforward—an imperative for independents
and chains. SG II Group inputs an acceptable
inventory range for each of its stores in C-Store Office
based on past performance. It then runs forecast
reports to identify stores that are overstocked. Next,
it prioritizes store visits based on how critically
the store is falling outside of that acceptable range.
The company also uses stock movement reports to
identify slow moving items, and moves dead items to
a new location in the store or to another store, if the
item is selling well at another location.
Where warranted, the company also creates price, “2
for 1,” or other discount promotions to quickly clear

ABOUT PETROSOFT
Petrosoft LLC delivers cloud-based software,
hardware, services and business solutions for the
retail and petroleum industries. The Petrosoft
Platform connects third-party data and applications
along with its proprietary SmartPOS, Qwickserve,

discovering these errors in a timely way, SG II
Group can investigate and quickly take corrective
action with the manager, vendor or, in some cases,
by adjusting the retail price to ensure that profit
margins remain healthy.
SG II Group also uses the Petrosoft cloud-based
technology platform in additional ways to improve
inventory performance, such as: auditing the price
book for accuracy, scanning inventory, performing
monthly full-store item-level inventory counts, using
the item shortage report and investigating the causes,
counting high-risk items such as cigarettes every day
and, in some cases, every shift by promo group or in
total. The company also uses the system-generated
merchandise orders report, a suggested order based
on inventory levels and vendor delivery schedules, to
help decrease manager order errors and overstocks.

DirectConnect, C-Store Office and Fuel-Central
solutions. Find out more at PetrosoftInc.com.
Contact: Melanie Widmann
Vice President, Marketing
412-306-0640 • m.widmann@petrosoftinc.com
www.petrosoftinc.com
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